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Introduction
Fossils is an ID event for both divisions B and C that uses a binder. One of the biggest hurdles I came upon when
competing in fossils the last two years was having to make a successful binder. But after making a good binder, I was
very successful in the event, and have competed in Fossils for the 2018-19 season, where I medaled at the Illinois
state tournament, and the 2019-20 season. My hope is that my knowledge based upon my past experience in the
event will provide the right jumpstart for anyone who is new to binder making, more specifically in the event of fossils.
Disclaimer: These are all based upon my own experiences, and better binders can definitely be made. But this was
made for the intent of those who were new to binder making, so they have the right start to the event of Fossils.

Know the Rules
One of the most important parts of any Science Olympiad event is getting familiar with the rules. Knowing what you
are getting into makes a huge difference. When I first started, I only skimmed through the rules, and did not know
what I was getting into at our first invitational. So before you get started, make sure you read through the rules.
Not only read the rules, but also check and see a calendar. Making a binder can be a long and time-consuming
process, and so managing time well will be a key part to this. I would recommend having about 1½ -2 months to
spread out binder making, although it can be done in much less time.
Also get to know your partner well (and if you’re soloing the event, well… good luck. It’s gonna be a rough ride). If
your school has multiple teams (Varsity and Junior Varsity), I would recommend talking with the other team, as you
can split up work.

The Contents of a Binder:
A strong binder usually includes all or most of the following:
● The official Fossil list and rules
● The Geologic Time Scale
● Lagerstätten
● Mass Extinctions
● Terms and Definitions
● Modes of fossil preservation
● Types of rocks
● Relative and Absolute Dating
● A section for every fossil on the list including:
○ The name of the fossil (scientific, common, name origin)
○ Pictures of the fossil
○ Full taxonomic classification
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○
○
○
○
○
○
○

The time period in which the specimen lived
The kind of environment the specimen lived in
The mode of life of the specimen
Where the fossil is often found, and what kind of rocks it is preserved in
*State fossil of ____
*The evolution of the specimen
*Major role in evolutionary trends and/or morphological adaptations

*If applicable
This may seem like a lot, but if time is managed well and teamwork is involved, an extensive can be made.

Booknerd’s Note: From this point on, I will explain making a binder, step by step. This will be based on a 4 week
time-period of five days every week. I would like to make it clear that one does not have to follow each step in order
and/or according to the timeline. As this is a guide to help, one does not have to follow the steps exactly if they find
them to not be beneficial or necessary. These are all based upon my own experiences, and as binder making is
making notes for you, these guidelines do not have to be followed exactly.

Week 1
Plan it out (Day 1)
I cannot stress how important it is to plan out what you will be doing the next few weeks. Make sure you know how
many people will be helping to make the binder (soloing, partners, 2 sets of partners on JV/V, etc.), as well as
recognizing if you have all the materials needed. You will definitely need a 2-inch binder, a printer, and lots of paper (I
would expect using up to ½ -2 reams of paper). If binder dividers, sheet protectors, and/or tabs are available, I would
recommend keeping those handy. Once materials and people are gathered, plan out what you will be doing the next
few weeks. This is the course that I would recommend, although I would encourage you to adjust this plan or make
your own to create one that better suits your needs.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Plan it out

Learn the Basics (pt.
1)

Learn the Basics (pt.
2)

Learn the Basics (pt.
3)

Divide up the Fossil
List and start Fossil
pages

Fossil Pages

Fossil Pages (¼ of all
the fossil pages
should be done by
now)

Lagerstätten, Mass
Extinctions,
Prehistoric
Habitats/Environments

Fossil Pages

Fossil Pages (½ of all
the fossil pages
should be done by
now)
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Fossil Pages

Rocks: their types and
identification, Other
kinds of fossilization

Fossil Pages (¾ of all
the fossil pages
should be done by
now)

Dating (relative and
absolute)

Fossil Pages

Fossil Pages (all the
fossil pages should be
done by now)

Binder Assembly, and
the magical picture
page, ruler trick

Practice
Questions/Test

Edits to the Binder

Full Practice Test

Once you plan out the next few weeks and your fossil binder creation, studying for the event should become a bit
easier.

Learn the Basics - Part 1 (Day 2)
Before you start to build your binder, you should understand the basics. This will help to make the next few weeks
more worthwhile, so you actually know what you are putting into your binder. For this first part of learning the basics, I
will go over what a fossil is, as well as a brief timeline of fossil history.

What is a Fossil?
A fossil is “the remains or impression of a prehistoric organism preserved in petrified form or as a mold or cast in
rock”. (Oxford dictionary). The history of the Earth goes back to 4.5 billion years. Since then, there have been many
different organisms that have roamed the planet. For various reasons, these organisms have died, evolved, and
adapted for many generations to create the environment we see today, from the flowers in your neighbor’s yard to
the fish in the ocean, to the birds in the sky and all the animals that roam the land, including us. The only record we
have of these past organisms are encased in what are fossils. Fossils can range from full body skeletons to animal
dung.
In the event of fossils, you are to understand key fossilization concepts, to gain a better understanding of ancient life.
One of these big fossil ideas is understanding the major evolutionary changes and morphological adaptations
throughout history. The following is a timeline, which I include the big fossils throughout time.
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These are some of the many fossils you will come upon in the event of fossils. As you may have noticed, almost
nothing happens for the first 3 billion years. Life on planet Earth was not always consistent. Rather, it started slowly
and snowballed into many different species.

Learn the Basics - Part 2 (Day 3)
Common rocks, intro to methods of fossilization
Fossils are most known for being specimens contained in rocks. But fossils are not completely limited to rocks
(although, rocks are the most common). Fossilization can occur in amber (which is also known as copal), tar, and
coal. Among rocks, fossils can be found in sedimentary rocks (also known as siltstones), conglomerates, and shale.
Knowing these rocks and being able to identify them can be very helpful in determining the environment of a
specimen. (however, this will be explained later on).

How does fossilization occur?
Fossilization can occur in many ways. Most of the time, fossils are formed when the remains of a specimen is in a
watery environment and becomes covered in mud, dirt, and rock. Over time, layers of sediment appear on top of the
specimen, concealing it. The specimen hardens and becomes a part of the sediment layers, and proceeds to become
a rock. This is called petrification (also known as petrifaction and silicification), where parts of a specimen become
preserved in rock. This is the most common mode of fossilization (but there are many others, which will be described
in further detail later on).

Learn the Basics - Part 3 (Day 4)
In Learn the Basics - Part 1, I included a timeline of many of the biggest and most significant fossils throughout time. I
will explain their significance here in further detail. I would encourage you to do your own research on these
significant fossils.

Stromatolite
Dating back to 3.5 billion years ago, they are the oldest fossils. These rock-like fossils are fossilized cyanobacteria.
These are very important in understanding what life was long ago. Cyanobacteria is a special, single-cell
photosynthesizing microbe. This is significant proof prokaryotic life.
This is a really good site with information about stromatolites:: http://www.fossilmuseum.net/Tree_of_Life/Stromatolites.htm

Tiktaalik
Why would such a weirdly-sounding fossil be important? Tiktaalik, which dates back 375 million years ago, was a
major paleontological discovery. Before Tiktaalik, all living creatures on Earth lived in the sea. They were limited to
movement in the ocean, and could not survive on land. But Tiktaalik was an evolutionary fossil, by breaking barriers
and becoming more reptilian. Although Tiktaalik could not survive on land completely, it was the missing piece
between sea creatures and creatures that lived on land.
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Archaeopteryx
Archaeopteryx is a fossil, famous for being the bridge between non-flying dinosaurs and modern birds. Dating back to
150 million years ago, the earliest known bird had some aerodynamic characteristics. It could fly, but not as well as
birds today. But this “transitional fossil” was key to understanding the evolution of theropods to birds.

Dividing Up the Fossil List and Making Fossil Pages (Day 5)
Now comes the hardest part: making the fossil pages. This is the most time-consuming part of binder-making, which
is why many beginner competitors in the event do not do this. However, this can bring you to a major advantage if
you have information on every single fossil. Although it may seem very hard now, you will realize that it was worth it
later on in your season.

Dividing Up the Fossil List
To make this work easier, I would recommend dividing up this work among your teammates. There are many ways to
divide up the list, but these are the ways I have done it.

Number-based
Back in the 2018-19 season, the fossil list was numbered. This was extremely helpful, and my partner and I just
divided up the fossils between us easily with the numbers. Although the list is no longer numbered, you can number
the list yourself and use the numbering method. It helps with organization, as the work would be ordered well.

Taxonomy-based
In the 2019-20 season, I had divided up the fossil list based upon taxonomy. I just went through the list and asked,
“who is going to cover the corals?” or “who is going to do the reptiles?” and we divided up the list easily. We divided
the list until everyone’s work seemed pretty equal and fair. This method is good because it allows someone to focus
on a particular group of fossils, and become the team’s “expert” on those kinds of fossils.

Fossil Pages
Everyone has their own way of making a fossil page. That’s something I want to make clear. But within each binder,
there should be some level of consistency between each fossil page. That will save time, and time will be a major
factor in a real fossils test. I have seen many ways to create a sheet for a specimen in an ID event, and it’s all about
finding which format works best for you and your partner.

Information
But before we go into formatting, let’s talk about the stuff that goes on a fossil page. Fossil pages should cover all or
most of the following:
I.

The fossil’s name
A. Origin
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II.

III.

IV.

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

B. Nicknames/Common names
C. “State fossil of ____”
The full taxonomic classification
A. Kingdom
B. Phylum
C. Class
D. Order
E. Family
F. Genus
G. Species
The fossil’s time period
A. Eon
B. Era
C. Period
D. Epoch
E. Age
Basic fossil info
A. Mode of life
B. Diet
C. Habitat
D. Distribution
E. Anatomy
F. Size of the fossil
Unique/distinguishing features
Evolution(s) of the fossil over time
Oddball facts about the fossil which are important
Pictures, pictures, and more pictures!!

Why do we need all this information? It is because the questions asked on a test could be a variety of things, and not
having some of this information can be problematic. (Story time with Booknerd!) At my first ever tournament, we
forgot to put the fossil’s full taxonomic classification in our binder. My partner and I did pretty well for our first time.
We were able to identify pretty much all the questions. The only problem was that we could only identify them in
genuses, when the questions were asking for the order of the fossils. Since we did not know the order of the fossils,
we got all the taxonomy questions wrong. (end of story time) So having as much of this basic information on every
single fossil can be really helpful. However, some fossils do not have these kinds of
characteristics/history/information. An example would be a fossil that doesn’t identify as the state fossil of ___. And
that’s perfectly fine! Some fossils don’t have existing information about it, and so there is no need to worry if
information about a specific fossil cannot be found.
Because taxonomic identification makes a fossil “broader” or “narrower” in the kind of specific details about it’s
information, having different formatting and/or information guides between different taxonomic classification could
help. There are examples of these slightly different page information guides based on taxonomy on the scioly.org
fossil wiki page, under “Making a Binder”. You will notice how information about Orders and more detailed than
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information about Phylums. This is because Orders are a more specific taxonomic classification, while Phylums are
more broad. There are limitations to how much relevant information can be gathered about a Phylum.

Formatting
Formatting: How should it be done? To restate what I said earlier, everyone has their own method of making the
fossil page that’s best for them. But there should be consistency between each fossil page within a binder. It is
inefficient to have every page of a binder formatted differently, as that will result in time being wasted searching for
information on the fossil sheet. As these are your n otes, you should make them what works best for you. The
following are some of the different formats I’ve used in the past, and my thoughts on each.

This was our first method of formatting. As you can notice, this fossil is numbered, because this was when the
official fossil list was numbered. When we first made our binder, we were on a time crunch, and we rushed to
make our binder. Instead of looking through sources and writing information down ourselves, we copied and
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sourced different sites for information (this one was from wikipedia by the way). I would not recommend copying
and pasting sources like I did. Even if you sourced it, there is some risk involved. Copying from sources has
many disadvantages. Not only does it risk copyright and plagiarism, it makes it harder to find necessary
information quickly. Searching for a specific fact within a giant, wordy paragraph can be time consuming. We also
limited ourselves to 1 picture per fossil, but having more pictures would have helped a lot.

This was the format I used for the 2019-20 season. It covered many of the things I needed on a fossil sheet, but
was still missing some. I could have saved more space and time if I made each bullet point shorter, and made
some notation on how important that fact was.

This is what I would think would be the ideal fossil sheet:
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What makes this sheet ideal is because it has everything organized in a simple way. This makes it easy to find
specific information quickly. Having multiple pictures is important because visuals help immensely to identify a
fossil. Organizing the oddball facts helps to make it easier to find the important information quickly.
These formatting layouts are based upon my experiences, and what I found worked best for me. I would recommend
discussing and planning with your partner what would be the best way to format the binder for you.
Once you have determined the method of formatting and divided up the fossil list, the next step would be to make
sheets for every fossil on the list. Most of the next few weeks will be spent making these sheets.

Booknerd’s Note: As you may have noticed in the schedule I made, most of the days are scheduled for “Fossil
Pages”. For parts listed as “Fossils Pages,” I will give tips and information for different fossil groups (ie. trilobites,
plants, mammals, etc.). If you are making your own fossil pages at the moment, I would recommend looking over the
table of contents, and seeing if I have any tips and information regarding the fossils you are working on.
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Week 2
Fossil Pages - My tips on Forams, Sponges, Bryozoans, Graptolites, and Corals
(Day 6)
My tips on Forams
Forams. This is a really small category.
Phylum Foraminifera (Forams)
○ Order Fusulinida (Fusulinids)
○ Order Rotaliida
■ Genus Nummulites
My only tips on these is get good pictures, know their size, and their anatomy. These are really small fossils, and they
have some odd shapes. It’s hard to tell what they look like from the pictures online, so you might have to do a little
more research to find good pictures. Fusulinids also have a really interesting anatomy. As a single-celled organism,
they have a special way of functioning. I would recommend looking into the anatomy of Nummulites a little more.

My tips on Sponges, Bryozoans, Graptolites, and Corals
My advice on these would be to know and identify the key differences between each fossil among these two groups.
It’s easy to mistake one for another when you’re in a rush, and knowing how to identify the differences between these
will be very helpful. For example look at these photos of Genus Rhombopora and Genus Favosites. They look very
similar, but there are some differences between them.

(Rhombopora on left, Favosites on right)

If you look closely, you will notice that Rhombopora has deeper holes on its surface, while Favosites has indentations
that are not as deep. Knowing these differences will help at a competition.
I would also recommend looking at how these fossils breed, reproduce, eat, and move (if they move at all). When
asked about these fossils on a test, you will likely come upon a question asking about breeding, reproduction, eating,
and movement. Make sure you spend some time reading through this and understand how these fossils’ features
worked. Trust me, spending time on it now will save you much more time in the future.
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Fossil Pages - My tips on Trilobites (Day 7)
By now, it’s probably day three of fossil page making. By the end of this day, you should have at least ¼ of all the
fossil pages done. Good job! You’re a quarter of the way there!

My tips on Trilobites
Trilobites are very fun. Although they can seem unsettling, scary, and disgusting at first, the more you learn about
them, the more fun they are.
Trilobite tip #1: Don’t freak out. Trilobites may look like giant bugs. Don’t freak out when you see a picture or touch a
fossil of a trilobite at a competition. They are not as terrifying as you think. (Story time with Booknerd!) At my first
invitational, there was a station with a trilobite. I was absolutely terrified of the trilobite, and so was my partner. I
literally jumped back at slightly touching the trilobite. But now that I know the trilobite is dead and encased in rock, it
doesn’t freak me out as much. Don’t freak out as much as I did because of a fossil. (end of story time)
Trilobite tip #2: Do basic research. First, look through some resources or articles on trilobites. It’s much easier to
understand them if you know the basics. Some of the key things you should know about them are:
● They are some of the earliest known arthropods
● They were extremely abundant and diverse in population during the Devonian, but went extinct due to plants
that were overtaking the planet and an ice age
● They can vary in size and shape
Trilobite tip #3: Anatomy! Trilobites have a very interesting anatomy. I would highly recommend printing out images of
trilobite anatomy, such as the one below. You will most likely get asked questions about trilobite anatomy on a test.
Trilobite Anatomy

The sections of a trilobite's body. 1-Cephalon,
2-Thorax, 3-pygidium
The lobes that give trilobites their name. 1Left pleural, 2-Axial, 3-Right pleural
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Trilobite tip #4: Learn the differences. Trilobites can look very similar to each other. You need to have a good eye and
knowledge to tell which trilobite is which. You can usually tell the differences between trilobites based upon the shape
of their cephalon, the relative size of the axial in comparison to the left and right pleural, and the pygidium. I would
spend a lot of time searching and determining the key differences between each trilobite, as that will help you later
on.
Trilobite tip #5: The trilobite poses. Trilobites can be fossilized in many different positions, but their most common
position is curled up. This doesn’t have to be extensively researched, but I would at least know how to identify the
different positions of a trilobite.

Lagerstätten, Mass Extinctions, Prehistoric Habitats/Environments (Day 8)
(Time for some more learning!)

Lagerstätten
Lagerstätten, what are they? Sometimes referred to as “conservation and concentration,” Lagerstätten are large
fossil deposits with exceptional preservation. Lagerstätten are located all around the world, but only a few need to be
known for the purpose of Science Olympiad. These are Burgess Shale, Beecher’s Trilobite Bed, Mazon Creek, Ghost
Ranch, Solnhofen Limestone, Yixian Formation (Liaoning), Green River Formation, and La Brea Tar Pits. I’m going to
give a brief description of each Lagerstätte. If there is a Lagerstätte nearby where you live, it might be a nice
experience to visit that Lagerstätte (if it is open to the public), as that could provide a wealth of information (and
invitationals and regionals might ask a couple questions pertaining to this specific Lagerstätte that is nearby ). So
here is my quick run-down on Lagerstätten:

😉

Burgess Shale
Located in British Columbia, Canada, the Burgess Shale deposit is well-known for preserving the soft parts of a fossil
well. Because the soft parts of fossils were preserved well, paleontologists were able to make greater conclusions
and discoveries pertaining to the anatomy of many different fossils.
Beecher’s Trilobite Bed
Beecher’s Trilobite Bed is located in Oneida County, New York, USA. It is known for its large, diverse, and extensive
collection of well-preserved trilobites. Many of these fossils were preserved with their soft parts intact, and new
knowledge about the anatomy of certain fossils.
Mazon Creek
Located in Grundy County, Illinois, USA, Mazon Creek is known for its well-preserved animal and plant soft tissues. It
is also known for preserving soft-bodied specimens that would often not be fossilized.
Ghost Ranch
Ghost Ranch (which has a history of paleontological discoveries as well as impressive scenery used in films), is
known for its large collection of Coelophysis.
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Solnhofen Limestone
Also known as Solnhofen Plattenkalk or Altmühltal Formation, Solnhofen Limestone preserves some fossils in great
detail. Located in Bavaria, Germany, it is well known for its exceptionally well preserved Archaeopteryx.
Yixian Formation
Located in Liaoning, China, this Lagerstätte is known for well-preserved feathered dinosaur fossils.
Green River Formation
The Green River Formation is a collection of three large basins located in Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah. Although it
holds a variety of fossils, it is most known for its well preserved fish fossils.
La Brea Tar Pits
The La Brea Tar Pits are a group of tar pits in Los Angeles, California, USA. The tar has preserved many different
animals, such as mammoths, bears, and the saber-toothed cat. The La Brea Tar Pits are a registered National
Natural Landmark.
So that was my brief rundown of Lagerstätten, and you will need to spend some time creating pages for your binder
about Lagerstätten. A good page on Lagerstätten is about ½ to 1½ pages. Your Lagerstätten pages should include
information about the location of the preservation site, the time period which the preserved fossils are from, the most
famous fossils found in the site, and the historical significance of the Lagerstätte in paleontology.

Mass Extinctions
In history, there have been multiple mass extinctions , which lead to the end of up to 90% of the world’s species.
These extinctions occur because of many different causes. I would highly recommend this site to learn more about
some of the biggest mass extinctions and their causes:
https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/mass-extinctions. I would also do additional research, as this is not
a full list of mass extinctions.

Prehistoric Habitats/Environments
There have been many different habitats and environments in the past. These environments can determine many
different things about a fossil. I would recommend that you try and research these yourselves, to understand the
patterns between certain fossils and their environment, as based upon their environment, fossils tend to have special
anatomical features.

Fossil Pages - My tips on Brachiopods, Mollusks, and Echinoderms (Day 9)
My tips on Brachiopods, Mollusks, and Echinoderms
One of the hardest things about these is telling the difference between them. Like I have said before, spend some
time to locate the key differences between them, so you can identify them at a competition later on.
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Fossil Pages - My tips on Fish, Reptiles, and Birds (Day 10)
By now, about half of all the fossil pages should be done.

My tips on Fish
My one tip on fish would be to spend time understanding evolution. Fish have grown and evolved a lot over time, and
understanding these changes between fossil to fossil will help a lot with fossil identification and knowing the
differences between each fossil.

My tips on Reptiles
My tip for reptiles is similar to fish. Understand their history of evolution and fossil identification should come pretty
easily.

My tips on Birds
For birds, I would recommend trying to find the connections between birds today and birds from the past. See what is
different and what is the same. That should help to give you a better sense of what “the prehistoric bird” was like. And
then (just like the others) try and understand their evolutionary history. Once again, this will help with identification, as
it will give you a better understanding of the differences between each bird fossil.

Week 3
Fossil Pages - My tips on Dinosaurs (Day 11)
My tips on Dinosaurs
My advice for dinosaur fossils is to pay attention to the media. You would be surprised by how many highly
educational shows, movies, documentaries, articles, and books there are about dinosaurs. Although this does not
provide extensive knowledge on each fossil, it will help you to understand the key parts of the dinosaur fossil and why
it was so important to paleontology. Some of the resources I would recommend are:
● Dinosaur Train, PBS
● NOVA, PBS (you might have to do a little searching to find episodes directly related to fossils, as NOVA
does documentaries on many other sciences)
● National Geographic
● Monsters Resurrected,
● Jurassic CSI
I would also recommend visiting museums and looking at the fossils in real life. There are lots of great museums that
hold dinosaur fossils, and seeing them in-person helps.
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Rock Identification and Other Types of Fossilization (Day 12)
There are many different kinds of rocks out there, as well as different methods of fossilization. Here is a brief
summary on each of them.
Amber/Copal
A specimen (usually an insect) gets trapped in tree resin and the tree resin fossilizes to become a translucent,
orange-yellow stone.
Coal
Coal is made from fossilized plant matter, and so fossil imprints can sometimes be seen in coal.
Tar
See the La Brea Tar Pits
Shale
Many fossil imprints/impressions can appear in shale, which is a flaky and thin sedimentary rock that is often less
than one centimeter thick.

Fossil Pages - My tips on Mammals (Day 13)
By now, ¾ of all your fossil pages for your binder should be done by now.

My tips on Mammals
My advice on mammals would be to look at their unique features. A lot of these mammals have unique features, such
as Genus Smilodon, which is known for its long sabers, or Genus Mesohippus, known more commonly as the
“three-toed horse” because of its three toes. Spend some time to focus on these details, as most questions about
mammals are about these unique features.
Genus Homo
Genus Homo, also known as hominids, are fossils which are prehistoric human beings. My advice for this is
evolution. Almost every single question I have come upon that was about hominids was asking about evolution. So
make sure to note the evolutionary changes between each hominid. Between each hominid, there are usually
changes in skull shape and size and their posture. Knowing these evolutionary changes between each hominid will
help you to ace almost any questions about them.

Relative and Absolute Dating (Day 14)
Relative Dating: https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/1485-relative-dating
Absolute Dating: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiometric_dating
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Fossil Pages - My tips on Plants (Day 15)
My tips on Plants
My advice for plants would be to know what they look like. Pictures can make a huge difference, so have lots of
pictures of these fossils.

Week 4
Fossil Pages - My tips on Miscellaneous (Day 16)
By the end of this day, all the fossil pages should be done. Binder assembly will be tomorrow.

My tips on Trace Fossils
My piece of advice for trace fossils is to have lots of pictures. There are many different kinds of trace fossils, and
each kind can look very different. Having pictures of all the different kinds of trace fossils should help a lot.

My tips on Stromatolites
Know the basics by memory. Stromatolites appear very often on tests, and so knowing some of the basic stromatolite
facts will help you save time during a competition.

My tips on Amber/Copal
Amber/Copal is a method of fossilization in which a specimen is encased within hardened tree resin, or amber.
Amber is usually easy to identify immediately and most often has an insect fossilized in it.. My advice would be to
have a couple pictures of amber.

My tips on Petrified Wood
Petrified wood is easy, if you know how to identify it. Petrified wood is basically fossilized wood. If you have some
pictures and know what fossilized wood looks like, you should do just fine.

Binder Assembly (Day 17)
The day has finally come! By now all of your fossil pages should be complete! You are now ready for binder
assembly. This is going to be the most rewarding part of the process: seeing all your work for the past four week
come together. For this, your will need:
● Your binder (2inch or less)
● A printer to print out your fossil sheets
● 3-ring hole puncher
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So here it begins!
Step 1: Print out your fossil sheets. Just to warn you, this may take a while.
Step 2: Organize your fossil sheets. Make sure they are in order of the official 2020 science olympiad fossil list.
Step 3: Hole punching. (I’m pretty sure this is self explanatory)
Step 4: Put them in your binder. I would also recommend having binder dividers/tabs if you have them, and placing
them in between each fossil group. This will help you save time later on when you are flipping through your binder.
Step 5: Put other important sheets in your binder. These include the official geologic time scale, lagerstatten,
vocabulary, modes of life, mass extinctions, etc. Place them in the binder in a place that is the most accessible,
(front, back, middle). Some of these, like the geologic time scale, you will use very very often. I would recommend
getting a sheet cover or printing on cardstock for these often used sheets.
Step 6: Celebrate! Make a binder cover page to put on the front of your binder. This is a memorable way to recollect
your fossil binder experience. You draw, doodle, do whatever you want on the cover page. Just make sure that it
includes important identifying information, just in case your binder gets lost. The front of your binder should include
the event name, your division, your school/team name, the names of you and your partner, and a phone number, just
in case your binder gets lost.
And you did it! Your binder is complete! Congratulations!

Practice Questions/Test (Day 18)
Now it is time for some practice. I have included some practice questions (which are located at the bottom of the
document), although I would recommend taking a full practice test. When you answer these questions, make sure
you mark down the things you do not know. I would do this marking down in an organized way.
Underline it if “I do not know it off the top of my head, and it took me a while to find it in my binder
Highlight it if “I do not know it and it is not in my binder
Circle it if “you got the question wrong”
With this method, you will be able to make the most out of your practice tests, and continually add more information
to your fossil knowledge.

Binder Revisions (Day 19)
After you take a practice test/questions, look over the answers to see what you got right/wrong. Then, spend some
time looking into what you got wrong. Add stuff you didn’t have already into your binder. Then, try to see if you can
“memorize” some of the answers. Knowing at least the unique features of a fossil that appears often on a test can
help. (But there is no need to try and memorize every single fact about every single fossil in your binder.)
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If you continually use this process of testing and revising, you will surely make a successful binder in no time!

Full Practice Test (Day 20)
Once again, try and do a practice test. This time, try and time yourself as you would be timed in a real proctored
event. This will help you prepare for your upcoming competition.

Binder Tips + Tricks
Here are some binder tips and tricks

The Magical Picture Page
This page is truly magical. It’s a page where you put pictures of all your fossils. I use it very very very often. Here are
some examples.
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This was our page that was used in the 2018-19 season. This was when the official fossil list was numbered.
As you can see in the one above, the magical picture page includes pictures and the names of all the fossils on the
list. This was extremely helpful, because we could go to a station, look at a fossil, try and find a similar-looking fossil
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on our magical picture page, and then flip to the fossil almost immediately. This helped to save a large amount of
time.
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This was the magical picture page I used for the 2019-20 season.
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This was the magical picture page I used for the 2019-20 season. Unlike the one before, this did not include every
single fossil, because this season the fossil list was no longer numbered. So I put pictures of each fossil group, so I
identify and flip to the corresponding fossil page in my binder quickly. If there was one thing I did differently, I would
have narrowed down the groups even more and added more pictures. That would have saved me even more time
and helped me do better.
So I would recommend making a picture page of your own, to try and find something that works for you.

Emergency Tape
Many times, pages in a binder can fall out. When this does happen, you are under the risk of disqualification, the
event supervisor can take away the fallen page, or even take away your binder! (although, most event supervisors
are very nice and wouldn’t do something like that. But you always want to be safe, just in case). I would recommend
having a few pieces of tape inside your binder, so you can quickly patch up any rips or tears in case of an accident.

Have a few pieces of tape inside your binder, just in case.

Ruler Trick
A problem I came upon was determining the size of a fossil during a competition. There were times where having a
ruler would have been helpful, but I did not have one. That is why I decided to draw a ruler on the edge of one of my
pages. By drawing/printing a ruler on the edge of a paper in your binder, you have a ruler in your binder!
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How to be Prepared for a Tournament
1. Make sure you know which room the event is held and how to get there
2. Know what time you have to get there
3. Coordinate with your partner who is going to bring what
a. Pencils
b. Binder
c. Other items needed for the event
4. Get a good night’s sleep
5. Arrive at the event room a few minutes early
6. Be nice to the event supervisor

My Top Five Pieces of Advice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Knowledge in your head is better than knowledge in your binder
Make sure your binder is organized
Know where everything is in your binder
Manage your time well
Be prepared for a time-consuming project (the binder)

Hi! My name is Booknerd, thank you for reading my guide to the event of Fossils. If you couldn’t tell, this was my first time making
something for SSSS. If you have questions or want to contact me for any reason whatsoever, you can PM me through my
scioly.org forums account. Thank you again for reading, and I hope this helps on your fossil binder journey!
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Practice Questions
1:

1. Identify the genus of this fossil
2. In what epoch did this fossil live?
a. Eocene
b. Pleistocene
c. Miocene
d. Paleocene
3. This is the state fossil of what state?
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2:

1. Identify the genus of this fossil

2. Label the diagram with the three parts of a trilobite
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Answers:
Station 1: 1. Genus Smilodon, 2. b 3. California
Station 2: 1. Genus Eldregeops, 2. Left pleural, axial, right pleural
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